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1. Individualized Nonverbal Pain Indicators


3. Individualized Numeric Rating Scale INRS [27], Revised Face, Legs, Activity, Cry, Consolability-FLACC [32]

4. Paediatric Pain Profile-PPP [15]

5. Paediatric Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

6. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

7. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

8. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

9. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

10. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

11. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

12. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

13. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

14. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

15. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

16. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

17. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

18. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

19. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

20. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

21. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

22. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

23. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

24. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

25. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

26. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

27. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

28. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

29. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

30. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

31. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]

32. Individualized Kozowy and Biegel Pain Scale [20, 28]
In patients with P450 enzymes, the P450 enzymes of carbamazepine, phenytoin, and phenobarbital are increased, leading to reduced effects of other medications (Phenytoin, phenobarbital, carbamazepine).
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